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Dear Delany community,

If anyone knew the meaning of success it was Lady 
Margaret Thatcher, the first female Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom and a leader during a turbulent 
decade in British modern history. Her reference to 
‘hard work’, ‘flair’ and ‘purpose’ encapsulates the 
true essence of what it takes to succeed. It is these 
elements that best describe the year that was. 

Delany College has been on an upward trajectory 
and it is attributed to the hard work, flair and sense 
of purpose of the staff, students and families. Our 
learning agenda, driven by the four pillars: Catholic 
World view, Problem Based Learning, Authentic 
Assessment, and Understanding by Design, was to 
embed precise reading and numeracy strategies to 
enhance student capabilities in making meaning and 
solving problems. Our NAPLAN results, in particular 
Year 9, indicate that we achieved our goals, with 
many students achieving beyond their expected 
learning percentage. Undoubtedly the hard work and 
sense of purpose demonstrated by our teachers had 
the desired effect on student growth.

The reading focus involved teaching explicit 
strategies to allow students to access the applicable 
text, discern the meaning and respond appropriately. 
Students were exposed to multiple opportunities to 
succeed and received effective feedback. 

In relation to Numeracy, our team of teachers 
investigated why students have a fixed mindset when 
it comes to engaging with Mathematics as well as 
providing them with a tool to confidently problem 
solve.

Our Formation goal centred on the work of St Paul, 
and in particular his teachings on reconciliation, 
mission and love. Students and staff were 
challenged to model his zeal for evangelisation and 
his passion for Christ to be in their lives. This was 
best demonstrated during Term 3 when we raised 
$6,000.00 for the Delany Foundation Outreach. This 
incredible witness of charity reinforces our Delany 
commitment to sustain the lives of the marginalised 
and the poor.

I take this opportunity to thank the Delany teachers 
and support staff for their professionalism and 
dedication towards the improvement of our school 
community. I thank the College Leadership Team for 
their devotion and expertise in leading the school 
over the year. Finally, I thank the parents for trusting 
us with their child’s education and faith development.

God Bless
Mr Robert Muscat
Principal

“What is success? I think it is a mixture of having a flair for the thing that you are doing; knowing that it is not 
enough, that you have got to have hard work and a certain sense of purpose”    Margaret Thatcher  
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It is with pleasure that I write my annual Assistant 
Principal’s report.

2018 has been a busy and productive year. Learning 
is at the forefront of everything we do at the 
College, and to this end there has been a significant 
investment of time, creativity and energy in 
developing effective and rich investigative tasks.  

The Delany community begins with our students. It is 
their day-to-day attendance, participation, wins and 
losses, learning and effort that are the heartbeat of 
our College. The gift we have as teachers in a school 
is that we are part of that fabulous journey. The 2018 
year provided many opportunities for the student 
community to join together and show their spirit: the 
swimming carnival, Multicultural Day, ANZAC and 
Remembrance Day ceremonies, the farewell mass 
for Brother Charles, and many more. The Delany 
students rise to such occasions, with all year groups 
displaying solidarity, passion and pride.

The community of teaching and administrative staff 
work tirelessly to ensure the smooth running of the 
College. Teaching and learning tasks are planned 
(sometimes months in advance) to maximise the 
engagement of students, and challenge all to think 
more deeply in every area of learning. While some of 
these tasks might be difficult at times, key attributes 
that are valuable at school and throughout one’s 
career are effort and resilience. 

It is exactly when students wrestle with these types 
of tasks that the best learning takes place, and it 
is through careful and deliberate planning by our 
teaching staff that this occurs.

Our parent community underpins everything 
that occurs at school. You, our families, support 
the teaching and learning by ensuring a high 
attendance rate, by driving students to and 
from various functions throughout the year, and 
supporting and encouraging your children at home. 
Parents and guardians are the first and most 
influential educators of children. It doesn’t matter 
whether you discover the meaning of a poem or can 
solve a science problem, but rather the modelling of 
perseverance that can have an enormous influence 
on classroom learning. The College is fortunate and 
thankful for a parent community which provides 
support of our programs both at the school and at 
home.

I would like to thank the class of 2018 for 
their contribution to the College. This cohort 
was comprised of a rich and diverse array of 
personalities and talents. We wish each and every 
individual (now ex-student) every blessing and 
success for their future.

2018 will be recorded as a significant milestone in 
the College’s history. For the past 76 years we have 
been guided by both the charism and the hands of 
our Patrician Brother community. What a gift they 
have provided to Granville over this time! Br Charles 
Barry, has been part of the Delany story for the past 
22 years, and he finished his teaching mission at 
the conclusion of 2018. Not only was Br Charles the 
longest serving member of staff at the College, but 
his retirement concluded the continuous presence 
of a Patrician Brother at Patrician Brothers Granville 
(1942 - 1997) and Delany College (1998 - 2018). 
We give thanks to God for our Patrician Brothers’ 
heritage, for their hard work for and service to our 
College.

Every new year provides an opportunity to refresh, 
reset and restart. I look forward to another 
excellent year in our Delany community in 2019.
St Patrick - pray for us.

Mr Anthony Blomfield
Assistant Principal

 ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL REPORT

2018, the Year of Youth, proved to be a momentous 
year in the spiritual and liturgical lives of the staff 
and students of Delany College. Committed to our 
school’s formation goal: “Teachers and students 
will continue to build their understanding of how 
St Paul promoted community through relationship 
with Christ and others,” the staff and students of 
Delany sought to bear witness to the principles 
of ‘community’, ‘dignity’ and ‘reconciliation’, 
cornerstones of St Paul’s letters.

Students and teachers before the Good Friday Walk.

In addition to gathering for Mass on Ash Wednesday, 
for St Patrick’s Day, for Mothers’ Day, on the Feast 
of the Assumption, to celebrate the graduation of 
our Year 12 students, to thank Br Charles for his 
enormous contribution to Catholic education in the 
Patrician tradition, and for Advent, our Years 7 to 11 
students participated in a series of reflection days, 
whereby they contemplated their faith journeys, 
their relationships with God and their relationships 
with each other in the context of our College motto, 
“Love. Serve. Hope.” Our Year 12, 2018-19 students 
immersed themselves in the Senior Retreat, having 
reflected deeply upon the key question: “What legacy 
will I leave?” Furthermore, our staff met at St Mary’s 
Towers Retreat Centre at Douglas Park for a day of 
prayer, contemplation, conversation and community, 
like our students, having applied the three senses of 
scripture to unpack the messages of St Paul’s letters.

However, the most inspiring of all were the vibrant 
and Christ-filled ways in which our students engaged 
so meaningfully in prayer, spirituality and liturgy 
beyond the classroom. From involvement in the 
Palm Sunday Street Procession to the washing of feet 
during our Holy Thursday liturgy, from participation 
in the Good Friday Night Walk to the devoted delivery 
of the Diocese’s catechism program to Year 3 
students of Granville Public School, and from weekly 
recitals of the Holy Rosary during May and October 
to involvement in Catholic Youth Parramatta’s 
Lifted Live, the students of Delany College, with 
the wonderful support of their teachers, embraced 
opportunities, time and again, to share and celebrate 
their faith.

Mr Derek Wales
Acting Religious Education Coordinator

 “What legacy will I leave?”

 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION REPORT
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Once again, Delany College has much to celebrate 
in the area of learning in 2018. Our NAPLAN data 
suggests a great improvement, again, from Year 7 to 
Year 9.  Some of our students have made incredible 
gains. Our literacy plan continues to evolve, with 
this year’s focus being to reinvigorate all that has 
gone before.  Teachers have been looking at ways 
to prepare students for reading a text, enhancing 
their comprehension, and summarising, forming 
conclusions and linking their comprehension to 
other aspects of their learning. Reading is not just a 
skill to be taught in primary school; reading is more 
than just pronouncing words on a page. Reading is 
understanding, and the more complex the subject 
matter, the more important it is that we equip our 
students with the skills to understand and apply their 
growing knowledge.

Our teachers’ dedication is having a demonstrated 
impact in the senior years. For several years now, our 
students’ performance in the HSC has shown greater 
than expected learning gain.

 LEADER OF TEACHING AND LEARNING REPORT
In Term 3, students in Years 8, 9 and 10 attended 
information sessions designed to assist them to 
choose wisely for their elective subjects in Stages 5 
and 6.  Students completing Year 10 faced the biggest 
choices: Further education at another institution? 
Full-time work? A pattern of study at Delany that will 
lead to an ATAR, or one that won’t? Students are to 
be commended on the mature manner in which they 
seriously considered their personal abilities, interests 
and their future careers when making their choices. 
We are confident that the students have chosen 
wisely, and we are looking forward to two successful 
years of senior study.

I have enjoyed the many different aspects of this 
position: assisting students to make subject choices, 
and helping them learn; collaborating with teachers 
and the School Learning Leaders in the delivery 
of quality learning. It is a great privilege to work at 
Delany College with such dedicated teachers and 
enthusiastic students.

Mr Mark Robinson
Head of School Learning and Diversity

 PEDAGOGY REPORT
Throughout my teaching experience, much has 
changed regarding educational theory. When I was 
a school student and during my early years as a 
teacher,  Instructivism (or direct instruction) involved 
teacher-directed delivery of a planned curriculum, 
with the teacher making the decisions about the 
content and sequence of the learning. Today’s 
teacher steps back to allow a student-directed, 
inquiry-based approach to learning, with the student 
making decisions, with guidance from their teacher, 
about the next steps in their learning.

Albert Einstein, the German-born theoretical 
physicist who developed the Theory of Relativity, was 
quoted as saying: “ I never teach my pupils; I only 
provide the conditions in which they can learn.” Thus, 
pedagogy at Delany College is clearly identified as the 
interactions between teachers, students, the learning 
environment and the learning tasks. 

Throughout 2018, the staff at Delany College have 
participated in a variety of professional learning 
experiences, related to the student being an active 
learner, while the teacher facilitates their learning 
by providing opportunities characterised by active 
engagement, problem solving, collaboration with 
others and inquiry. 

As a part of our focus on learning,  staff have 
become skilled in implementing high yield reading 
comprehension and composing strategies
such as:

 ►Thinking Note Keys
 ►The Think Aloud
 ►Three-Tiered Vocabulary
 ►ALARM Matrix
 ►PALS
 ►Super Nine reading skills

Delany College staff have been extremely fortunate 
to have had the expertise of three literacy coaches, 
Miss Alena Ieroianni, Miss Misty Waihape and Mr 
Rod De La Hoz, who have co-planned, co-taught and 
co-reflected with all members of staff. The teaching 
staff have also had the privilege to listen to and 
view the wonderful examples of quality teacher 
practice from colleagues whose  rigorous tasks 
have been designed to promote Surface-Deep to 
Transfer learning.

Without doubt, a main aim of the 2018 Professional 
Learning has been to collect and interpret a broad 
range of student data. This information from both 
qualitative and quantitative sources has and will 
continue to be analysed by the teaching staff to 
inform good first-wave teaching.

Finally, 2018 has seen a greater focus on student 
ownership of learning as they are involved in 
reflecting on their own results and goal setting. 
Such opportunities will continue to develop next 
year as both teachers and students become change 
agents for learning.

Ms Sharon McManus                                   
Teacher Learning Leader - Pedagogy
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 OUR LEADERSHIP

COLLEGE STUDENT LEADERS
FRONT ROW: Chelsie Valencia, Mr Anthony Blomfield, Marcus Ishac (College Captain), Mr Robert Muscat, 
Miss Megan Cook, Helin Celik (College Captain), Miss Sarah Guillaume, Jasmine Diab  
SECOND ROW: Toni Nader, Joshua Yanto, Elizabeth Kondok, Devran Uzun, Sahar Asghari, Mariatu Turay, Peter 
Trad, Madeline Zaher 

COLLEGE EXECUTIVES
Mark Robinson, Anthony Blomfield, Robert Muscat, Derek Wales, Sharon McManus, Sheryl Temu 

SCHOOL LEARNING LEADERS 
FRONT ROW: Daniella Karim, Louise Broué, Robert Muscat, Mark Robinson, Marian Lennon 
SECOND ROW: Kelsey Ortiz, Anthony Blomfield, Derek Wales, Sharon McManus, Roubica Akkouche 

STUDENT LEARNING LEADERS
Michelle Mutabdzija, Megan Cook, Anthony Blomfield, Robert Muscat, Alexander Peronace, Natalie Roberts 
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COLLEGE EXECUTIVE

TEACHING

SCHOOL LEARNING LEADERS

ADMINISTRATION

Mathematics    Kelsey Ortiz
Communication   Sharon McManus
Science     Mark Robinson  
Human Society & It’s Environment Roubica Akkouche
Creative Emergence & Design  Louise Broué
Sustainable Health   Daniella Valleri
STEM     Marian Lennon
Diversity    Kata Collimore

Amanda Fasavalu   Personal Assistant to Principal
Monique George   Reception - Administration
Rita Geracitano    Reception - Administration
Kelly-Ann Pereira   Administration Officer
Christine Marji    Finance and Accounts
Kathleen Moujalli   Teacher’s Aide
Cheryl Sahyoun   Lab & Hospitality Assistant
Lynette Perrett    Library Assistant
Daniel Spehar    Technical Support Officer
Caroline Dib    Uniform Shop Manager
Wendy Kusmenko   Attendance Support Officer

 STUDENT LEARNING LEADERS Stage 6 (Years 11 & 12)   Megan Cook
Stage 5 (Years 9 & 10)   Natalie Roberts
Stage 4 (Years 7 & 8)   Michelle Mutabdzija
Boys’ Education Leader   Alex Peronace
Community Leader   Sarah Guillaume

Margaret Bartley    Rose Mary Bellamy 
Emily Biddle    Naomi Booth   
Kieran Casey    Rod De La Hoz   
Paul Donovan    Stefani Falcone   
Marie Greenberry   Warren Johnson  
Rannia Katrib    Lauren Kwon   
Renee McCarren   Alice Mouawad   
Babs Pillay    Donia Shwan   
Thomas Thomas   Thuy Van Dinh   
Blake Waters    Misty Waihape   
Tayla Whitfield    Tanya Whiticker

INTERVENTION TEACHERS Cecilia Hoang    Alena Ieroianni
Amal Nizam      

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION & TRAINING

Veronica Niessen    

Principal    Robert Muscat
Assistant Principal   Anthony Blomfield
Religious Education Coordinator Derek Wales
Head of School Learning & Diversity Mark Robinson
Teacher Learning Leader  - Pedagogy   Sharon McManus
Senior Finance Officer   Sheryl Temu

COUNSELLORS Br Charles Barry   Kate Roberts   
 

 OUR STAFF

FRONT ROW:
Margaret Bartley, Thuy Dinh, Kathleen Moujalli, Mark Robinson, Anthony Blomfield, Robert Muscat, 
Derek Wales, Sharon McManus, Brother Charles Barry, Sheryl Temu, Tayla Whitfield, Kate Roberts 
SECOND ROW:
Kelly-Ann Pereira, Cheryl Sahyoun, Donia Shwan, Natalie Roberts, Louise Broué, Thomas Thomas, 
Warren Johnson, Rita Geracitano, Roubica Akkouche, Michelle Mutabdzija, Amal Nizam, Tanya Whiticker 
THIRD ROW:
Renee McCarren, Marian Lennon, Daniella Valleri, Lynette Perrett, Megan Cook, Alexander Peronace, 
Rod De La Hoz, Kelsey Ortiz, Naomi Booth, Lauren Kwon, Stefani Falcone, Monique George 
FOURTH ROW:
Kieran Casey, Manogaran Pillay, Paul Donovan, Christopher Simic, Daniel Spehar, Kata Collimore, 
Blake Waters, Amanda Fasavalu, Sarah Guillaume, Marie Greenberry, Emily Biddle 
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 OUR COLLEGE LEADERS
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 STAGE 4
As 2018 draws to a close, we take a moment to 
reflect upon the successes and challenges that our 
students of Years 7 and 8 have experienced this year 
at  Delany College. This year has been full of change 
and growth, and many fun and exciting moments 
that we have enjoyed together.

Our Mentor program this year was designed to 
provide students with an environment where they 
were able to feel safe and establish a trusting 
relationship with their Mentor teacher. The 
program also allowed students to gain a greater 
understanding of a range of topics and issues 
pertinent to their development and delivered in an 
engaging way.

 ►Term 1 Weekday variety:
  Mondays with Meaning
  Tunes-day
  Work it out Wednesday
  Thinking Thursday
  Faithful Friday

 ►Term 2 Positive relationships
 ►Term 3 The Elevate Study Skills program 

  and Behind the News 
 ►Term 4 Kindness and Compassion

The Mentor program would not be the success it is 
without the dedication and hard work of the Stage 4 
Mentor team. Our students were very fortunate to 
have been supported and guided by the following 
wonderful teachers:

7.1- Mrs Marian Lennon        8.1- Mr Warren Johnson
7.2- Ms Tanya Whiticker        8.2- Miss Stefani Falcone
7.3- Mrs Marie Greenberry   8.3- Miss Tayla Whitfield
7.4- Ms Alice Mouawad          8.4- Mrs Kata Collimore
            8.5- Mr Alex Peronace

To complement the focus of the Mentor program, 
Stage 4 students were given the opportunity to 
participate in various initiatives: organising Project 
Compassion and Delany Foundation fundraisers, 
participating in Movie Night, engaging in the Elevate 
Study Skills program, the Kindness and Compassion 
Challenge and the St. Vincent de Paul Christmas 
Appeal. These events demonstrated another way that 
our students exemplified the 3P’s of Delany College: 
Pride, Passion and Persistence. Stage 4 students 
always went above and beyond in their generosity 
and helping others in need. Mentor 8.2 notably, 
raised over $600 for Project Compassion, the highest 
amount raised in the whole school! Congratulations 
to Ms Falcone and her Mentor group.

Stage 4 is a wonderful group of students who truly 
embody our College motto of ‘Love, Serve and Hope.’ 
Each student has offered their own unique gifts to 
Delany College by participating in and embracing the 
many opportunities which have been provided to 
them. 

I am extremely proud and honoured to have been a 
part of their journey this year.

I would also like to take this opportunity to say thank 
you to the parents and guardians of our Stage 4 
students. Your ongoing support and contribution 
have been invaluable. 

It has been a fantastic year where students have 
been able to develop in the areas of academic life, 
well-being, extracurricular activities, spiritual faith 
and in building stronger relationships with their 
peers and teachers. It has been a privilege to lead 
Stage 4 this year, and I wish them every success in 
their future endeavours. 

Miss Michelle Mutabdzija 
Stage 4 Student Learning Leader

“Year 7 at Delany College has been spectacular. The 
change from primary to high school was much easier 
than I expected and very enjoyable. 

One thing I remember that I was excited for was 
doing experiments in science. Within the first few 
weeks, we got to use a Bunsen burner to evaporate 
water! Things just got better from there.

I loved sports during lunch or Thursday afternoons, 
including the banter that came along with it. Another 
thing that I found awesome  about the school was 
how multicultural it is. I have learnt many new 
traditions, and even basic words of a new language.

Overall, Year 7 was a great year as it was a fun start 
to a new chapter of my life. After going through this 
year I feel more relaxed about what high school has 
to offer. “

Khan Salicioglu-Achi

“Year 8 has been a really good year for me.  One of 
the highlights was our trip to Manly for the surfing 
excursion. This was so much fun as we were taught 
how to surf and enter the water, but also be safe and 
find help. 

This year we started a new subject, Italian, where we 
were taught how to speak Italian and I learnt it pretty 
quickly. We learnt about numbers, family members, 
animals, as well as Halloween and Christmas in Italy. 
This is definitely one of my favourite subjects this 
year. To top it all off, we had so many nice teachers 
who helped us get through the year. Thank you to all 
the Year 8 teachers for making 2018 fun.”

Chanel Kalouche

“2018 has been another fantastic year. One of the things that made it so great was 
the people I was surrounded with - my friends. In mentor we were reminded about 
what a good friend really is and how to have positive relationships. My friends 
make me laugh, help me when needed, never judge me and, most importantly, they 
respect me and value me for who I am. I am privileged to have such great friends 
here at Delany College! It makes the learning much easier, and so do my favourite 
teachers. Thank you”

Cindy Wong Year 8
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 OUR YEAR SEVEN

Patrick Abed
Achan Akot

Tereza Al Hakim
Jezail Al Qass

Antoun Alberro

                      Thomas  
Bates-Brownsword

Nathan Bechara
Claressa Bechara

Milad Bilouni
Bakhous Bou-Francis

Thuraya Dandash
Rita Dib

Anthony Dib
Ethan Dogra

Alamir El-Ayoubi

Owen Faddoul
Jacob Faddoul

Ayla Fahed
Jaren Ganado

Charbella Germanos

Galia Germanos
Daisy Habib

Nathan Habib
Daniel Halawi

Christian Hatzikolimnos

Joseph Koroma
Scarlett Lawler

Naulu Leo
Sandra Marqus

Mathiang Mathiang

Armin Mostofian
Ivana Nehme
Jimmar Penoso
Ava Pirini
Tayyabah Rehman

Thomas Rose
Joshuwa Roughley
Lisa Ruwali
Hana Saba
Khan Salicioglu-Achi

Isatu Sankoh
Mariam Sesay
Mariah Sleiman
Jeremiah Taliauli
Suzanne Tannous

Daniella Taouk
Politimos Telidis
Eftalia Temel
Shifah Wahid
Eyli Yaacoub

Nili Asghari
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 OUR YEAR EIGHT

Gabee Alhanna
Garang Angui

Christina Awad
Ali Barri

Alexander Basha

Mark Bou Francis
Andrea Bosco

Justina Boudolh
Joshua Carniel

Mikaylla Chakoush

Hope Croombes
William DelaCruz

Joseph Diab
Maissam El-Ayoubi

George El-Hajj

David Faalogo
Lyriah Filo

Kalolaine Fisiilose
Tamia Garcia

Jacob Georges

Alan Ghattas
Kolade Giwa
Naim Halawi

Rayan Hammad
Ghassan Hamze

Phoebe Harris
Elias Issa

Lilly Johnson
Chanel Kalouche

Ashiatu Kamara-Peacock

Alphina Kanneh 
Simran Kaur
John Kenaan
Samuel Kidane
Begonya Lacin

Moka-Rylee Mau
Georgia McIntyre
Abdullah Mirza
Melesivale Moungatonga
Syed Naqvi

Ryan Ndungu
Mawunedi Passa
Pieta Pirini
Synthia Ram
Rhys Ramos

Michel Rbeiz
Jocelyn Saba
Anjie Salim
Ramy Shaddad
Louie Sousan

James Tannous
Mase Swalah Mcdahrou
Sia-Comfort Swaray
Abraham Tannous
Cindy Wong

Gabriel Sabbouh
Marcel Sabbouh
Athian Deng (no image)
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 STAGE 5
2018 has been the year of making a difference at 
Delany College. Both students and teachers have 
been working tirelessly to contribute to the life of the 
school. The sense of community at Delany College 
is one of congruence, students are generous with 
their time and willing to assist across all domains of 
school life. There has been a wealth of opportunities 
for our Delany College students, all made possible by 
the hard work and dedication of the teachers. Stage 
5 students have been benevolent in their efforts 
and contributions to the life of the school, assisting 
across the year in multiple outreach programs.

The facilities at Delany College offer students a 
modern learning environment, which sparks student 
curiosity. The students are to be commended on 
their level of adaptability and flexibility in the learning 
spaces. The learning spaces have provided great 
opportunities for students to develop teamwork, 
decision-making and problem-solving skills. The 
teachers have implemented project based learning, 
learning intentions and success criteria to provide 
students with goals and big ideas. It is wonderful to 
see the Stage 5 students embracing their education 
and striving to better their learning every day. 

A special thank you to the mentor teachers of Years 9 
and 10 Ms Naomi Booth, Mr Blake Waters, Ms Lauren 
Kwon, Mrs Daniella Valeri, Mr Rod De La Hoz, Mr 
Babs Pillay, Mr Paul Donovan, Ms Naomi Biddle and 
Ms Thuy Dinh.

Ms Natalie Roberts
Stage 5 Student Learning Leader

21
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 OUR YEAR NINE

Deng Aguok
Hayat Al Hakim

Halla Alhana
Jehad Alkhouri

Julian Ardizzone

Ibrahim Baram
Jai Basha

Joel Carder
Raquel Chemuel

Gwyneth Climaco

Indiana Cortes
Nicole Croombes

Milad Daher
Jonathan Daher

Elias Daher

Gabriel Dandash
Jayson Demirel
Simon Doumit

Marcia Echeandia Zegarra
Brandon Faddoul

Magie Fahed
Mira Fahed

Aneata Fifita
Filifili Filo

Angelina Folau

Andrew Francis
Ngaliyah Garcia Joseph

Rita Ghribian
Julie-Anne Habib

Naomi Habib

Abdul Jalloh
Michael Kassas
Chadi Karam
Michael Khalil
Audrey Lagaya

Tevita Latu
Alain Limos
Sione Liutai
Charbel Melham
Robert Milthorpe

Elissa Miraziz
Christian Nader
Jacinta Nakhoul
Soheil Nikandish
Theodore Norrie

Miriam Okonkwo
Aljim Penoso
Miguel Pupualil
Tia Raya
Isabel Rizk

Brayde Roebeck
Karl Ruwhiu
Jack Saba
Taylor Salloum
Martin Salloum

Christopher Sande
Jayden Tabet
Soane Taliauli
Anthony Tannous
Skye Tennant

Seda Unal
Altan Unsal
Victor Valenciano
Bianca Wehbe
Mason Yacoub

Aydin Yag
Asli Yerlikaya
Cody Vernon
Brandon Zaiter
Jasmine Zraika (no image)

Emtanios Habib
Patrick Habib

Charbel Hanna
Joseph Issa
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 OUR YEAR TEN

Zena Alberro
Izabel Anae

Augustina Asabre
Laura Awad

Kareem Ayoubi

Umaru Bah
Ashleigh Baledrokadroka

Joseph Barakat
Lorraine Bernardo

Edmond Bilouni

Salvador Castillo Gomez
Tony Chaiban

Joshua Dib
Dominic Doumit
Georgio El Bety

Charbel El Khoueiry
Cythia El-Zreiby
Javontae Faasii
Jason Faddoul
Charbel Farah

Fatim Fayiah
Lorenzo Fernando

Jennifer Georges
Wen Guo

Reshar Hammad

Akhil HeldonRoj
Kaylee Heuving

Teressa Ishac
Isaac Ishac

Dania Jaafar

Elijah Willems
Tiana Wong
Charbel Younan

Kevis Joshi
Aisha Kabba
Alim Kale
Christine Katrib
Jack Keys

Rhady Kezia Lamangen
Moses Khouri
Aydin Kilciler
Cuneyd Kocogoz
John Koroma

Ellah Lahood
Toalia Liutai
Charles Malkoun
ElisaPeta Mapapalangi
Kuach Mathiang

Aewyn Mendez
Linisei Mohena
Ryan Nakhoul
Hamid Nehme
Adam Nguyen

Lavinia Nikua
Izuchukwu Okonkwo
Sylvia Ram
Masoud Rashvand
Reegan Roebeck

Reina Ruwhiu
Arthur Sadek
Bassam Salim
Isabella Shamoun
Marc Sleiman

Phillip Smith
Patrick Tabet
Jeanette Taliauli
Ken Tanuvasa Tuala
Briana Valencia

Carmelo Adryel Janea
Nancy Aduniya

Aaliyah Afu
Awok Aguer

Moses Al-Saiah (no image)
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POST SCHOOL OPTIONS

DEFENCE FORCE LONG 
TAN LEADERSHIP AWARD

Laura Awad

REUBEN F SCARF AWARD 
Chanelle Abounader

CALTEX ALL ROUNDER 
Mary Ghribian

 PRINCIPAL’S AWARDS

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN 
SYDNEY AWARD
Leonard Dagher

 YEAR 7-11 AWARDS

27

 FIRST IN COURSE
AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHY Toaila Liutai   Year 10
AUSTRALIAN HISTORY  Elissa Miraziz   Year 9
CATHOLIC STUDIES  Ethan Dogra   Year 7
    Khan Salicioglu-Achi  Year 7
    Elissa Miraziz   Year 9
    Christine Katrib   Year 10
CHILD STUDIES   Bianca Wehbe   Year 9
    Fatim Fayiah   Year 10
COMMERCE   Elissa Miraziz   Year 9
DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY Adam Nguyen   Year 10
ENGLISH   Scarlett Lawler   Year 7
    Naomi Habib   Year 9
    Soheil Nikandish  Year 9
    Charbel Younan   Year 10
FOOD TECHNOLOGY  Aydin Kilciler   Year 10
    Toaila Liutai   Year 10
GEOGRAPHY   Joshua Carniel   Year 8
HISTORY   Ethan Dogra   Year 7
INFORMATION   Elissa Miraziz   Year 9
& SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
ITALIAN   Joshua Carniel   Year 8
MATHEMATICS   Khan Salicioglu-Achi  Year 7
    Joshua Carniel   Year 8
    Elissa Miraziz   Year 9
    Joseph Barakat   Year 10
    Toaila Liutai   Year 10
MUSIC    Scarlett Lawler   Year 7
    Rhys Ramos   Year 8
    Reegan Roebeck  Year 10
PASS    Charles Malkoun  Year 10
PDHPE    Ayla Fahed   Year 7
    Joshua Carniel   Year 8
    Rhys Ramos   Year 8
    Elissa Miraziz   Year 9
    Soheil Nikandish  Year 9
    Nancy Aduniya   Year 10
PHOTOGRAPHIC  Nicole Croombes  Year 9
& DIGITAL MEDIA
SCIENCE   Ethan Dogra   Year 7
    Joshua Carniel   Year 8
    Elissa Miraziz   Year 9
    Ashleigh Baledrokadroka Year 10
TECHNOLOGY   Ayla Fahed   Year 7
    Khan Salicioglu-Achi  Year 7
    Mark Bou Francis  Year 8
    Joshua Carniel   Year 8
VISUAL ARTS   Claressa  Bechara  Year 7
    Rhys Ramos   Year 8
    Nicole Croombes  Year 9
    Charbel Younan   Year 10
WORK EDUCATION  Izabel Anae   Year 10

Chadi Karam
SILVER AWARD

Bianca Wehbe
SILVER AWARD

Joe Alkhouri
SILVER AWARD

YEAR 7
Khan Salicioglu-Achi

YEAR 8
Lyriah Filo

YEAR 9
Magie Fahed

YEAR 10
Izabel Anae

YEAR 11
Matelita Senivatalala

Sylvia Ram Alim Kale Jason Faddoul Joshua Dib Julian 
Ardizzone

Jayden Tabet Tevita Latu Robert 
Milthorpe
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 STAGE 6
It has been a pleasure to witness the students of 
Stage 6 develop and grow this year. As a stage they 
have demonstrated a keen willingness to assist staff 
and the College community. Many personal goals 
have been achieved, and each student has definitely 
left their mark. 

What a fantastic year 2018 was for the Year 12 group. 
The students of Year 12 first showed their potential 
in Year 11, when they impressed their teachers with 
their maturity, work ethic, respect, and support of 
the College and one another. 

A big part of the students’ success is due to the 
many teachers who have taught them along the 
way. Our staff have been tireless in their assistance 
and support. My thanks go to Mrs Pratelli and Ms 
Guillaume who guided and supported these students 
throughout Year 11 as their Stage Leaders of 
Wellbeing. 

My special thanks also go to the Year 12 Mentor 
team, who have been proactive, reliable  and 
invested in the students’ success. 

Thank you to:
12.1: Mrs Renee McCarren & Ms Misty Waihape
12.2: Ms Sarah Guillaume
12.3: Ms Margaret Bartley

Our Year 12 students had a wonderful graduating 
year, with many highlights such as the retreat, 
graduation and formal. The retreat at Grose Vale was 
a new and very different experience for the students. 
My wish for this group is that they remember what 
they learnt and experienced during retreat, and work 
on maintaining relationships with each other.

I would also like to acknowledge the 2018 leadership 
team and thank them for their contributions to the 
college. They were instrumental in many initiatives 
and events, including our Multicultural Day and the 
‘Unknown Student’ donation box. The Leadership 
team for 2017/18 were Marcus Ishac and Helin 
Celik (Captains), Mariatu Turay and Chelsie Valencia 
(Formation), Madeline Zaher and Sahar Asghari 
(Communication), Elizabeth Kondok and Joshua 
Yanto (Events), Toni Nader, Devran Uzun, Jasmine 
Diab and Peter Trad (House). 

To the graduating class of 2012, always remember 
the school values: LOVE, SERVE and HOPE. These 
values that you have grown up with will be 
your guide in your life. Good luck in your future 
endeavours.

2018 has been a great year for Year 11 as they 
left the junior school and became seniors. They 
have progressed into the senior school full 
of enthusiasm. The main focus this year has 
been on their studies and leadership. Our Year 
11 students are all individual leaders in this 
community, and they have developed a range of 
skill within leadership: initiative, maturity, effective 
communication and dealing with challenges.

It has been an absolute pleasure to witness these 
young adults develop into young leaders. They 
displayed an eagerness to elect leaders who truly 
led by example. The leadership team members 
for 2018-2019 are: Mary Ghribian and Paul Trad 
(Captains), Francis Asabre and Maryanne Takchi 
(Formation), Brenda Karam and Aiden Dagher 
(Communication), Monica El-Hajj and MJ Olca 
(Events), Matelita Senivatalala, Chanelle Abounader, 
Marie Peralta and Jamal Swalah McDahrou (House). 
They have already begun work on many ideas for 
the development and growth of an inclusive and 
vibrant college spirit and we look forward to the 
many exciting things they have planned.

A huge thank you goes to the Year 11 Mentor 
Teachers for 2018:
11.1: Mrs Rose Mary Bellamy
11.2: Mrs Donia Shwan
11.3: Mr Kieran Casey 

It has been a pleasure to work with a group of 
teachers who have been so willing to nurture 
the students in their growth to young adults and 
leaders. I know it has been greatly appreciated by 
all of the students.

The coming months are very important ones. 
Any student who has committed to completing 
the HSC may experience stress, anxiety, fear and 
helplessness, as well as joy, a sense of achievement 
and success. Year 12 should be a time of real 
growth and discovery and a time when a person 
can realise the potential that they possess. We wish 
Year 11 the best for all they have ahead of them.

2018 has been a great year, but 2019 is a year when 
this group of young men and women will really 
make their mark. 

Ms Megan Cook
Stage 6 Student Learning Leader

 YEAR 12

 YEAR 11
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 OUR YEAR ELEVEN

Chanelle Abounader
Jonathan Abounader

Atonio Aitu
Hakim Al Hakim

Francis Asabre

Dylan Boatswain
Chanel Chamoun

Jessica Chemuel
Aiden Dagher

Leonard Dagher

Zac Dascalos
Monica El-Hajj

Carlito Enryque Janea
Itasjiah Faasii

Nicholas Faddoul

Ibrahim Fahed
Yara Fakoua
Selina Folau

Andrew Francisco
Mary Ghribian

Khalil Hanna
Sioeli Haunga

Anthony Huynh
Christian Ibrahim

Irene Juru

Jason Melki
Terancis Moaga
Gavin Mrish
Brandon Nguyen
Christopher Nikua

Mahmut Jahn Olca
Tavishi Peiris
Marie Peralta
Ibrahim Rogers
Mohommed Sabbouh

Taleb Salameh
Taleen Salicioglu-Achi
Matelita Senivatalala
William Singh
Sheldon Spuza

Jamal Swalah Mcdahrou
Maryanne Takchi
Kanongata’s Taufa
Paul Trad
Vincent Tuala

Chanel Wehbe
John Yacoub
Majok Yai
Joshua Zaiter
Parthil Nayak (no image)

Joseph Kalouche
Brenda Karam

Vea Latu
Deborah Mailangi
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 OUR YEAR TWELVE

FRONT ROW: Agelle Manalo, Madeline Zaher, Jasmine Diab, Chloe Ghadieh, Mrs R. McCarren, Ms M. Cook, 
Miss S. Guillaume, Ms M. Bartley, Adriana Tannous, Taiana Muni, Shannadyne Napeli, Chelsie Valencia 
SECOND ROW: Tyrheese Javier Morante, Daniel Hanna, Peter Trad, Carlos Gabryel Janea, Michael Lagaya, 
Fred Bou Francis, Brandon Demirel, Jeremy Sacriz, Corey Bechara, Alexander Bene, Matthew Shamoun, 
Joshua Yanto, Mathew Issa 
THIRD ROW: Alex Germanos, Vishesh Vasnani, Matt Tuala, Samir Fakoua, Samir Laoulach, Fred Ishac, Joshua 
Melki, George Chaghoury, Destan Uzun, Youssef Sarkis, Newton Quach, Destan Uzun 
FOURTH ROW: Toni Nader, Mariatu Turay, Elizabeth Kondok, Helin Celik, Sahar Asghari, Rasha Abouhalka, 
Elizabeth Nader, Akosita Liutai, Myrella Khouri, Elizabeth Chahroura, Helen Nikua, Pauline Gerges, 
Donya Haddad 
FIFTH ROW: Destan Ozkan, Arvin Chris, Marcus Ishac, Marc-Anthony Nakhoul, Alexander Sallit, Angui Angui, 
Michael Asabre, Zedan Yildiz, Eren Idrisoglu, Elias Habib, Nima Kavoossi, Huseyin Zengin

12.1 MENTOR GROUP

FRONT ROW: Matthew Shamoun, 
Joshua Yanto, Fred Bou Francis, 
Samir Laoulach, Destan Uzun, 
Alexander Bene, Carlos Gabryel 
Janea, Daniel Hanna 
SECOND ROW: Destan Ozkan, 
Marc-Anthony Nakhoul, Michael 
Asabre, Angui Angui, Marcus Ishac, 
Tyrheese Javier Morante 
THIRD ROW: Donya Haddad, 
Toni Nader, Rasha Abouhalka, 
Elizabeth Nader, Mariatu Turay, 
Elizabeth Chahroura, Taiana Muni 
STAFF: Miss M. Cook, 
Miss S. Guillaume

12.2 MENTOR GROUP

FRONT ROW: Chelsie Valencia, 
Jasmine Diab, Alex Germanos, 
Devran Uzun, Brandon Demirel, 
Chloe Ghadieh, Madeline Zaher 
SECOND ROW: Adriana Tannous, 
Akosita Liutai, Sahar Asghari, 
Helin Celik 
THIRD ROW: Newton Quach, Eren 
Idrisoglu, Zedan Yildiz, Alexander 
Sallit, Arvin Chris, Vishesh Vasnani 
STAFF: Ms M. Cook, 
Mrs R. McCarren 

12.3 MENTOR GROUP

FRONT ROW: Agelle Manalo, 
Elizabeth Kondok, Helen Nikua, 
Michael Lagaya, Peter Trad, 
Myrella Khouri, Pauline Gerges, 
Shannadyne Napeli 
SECOND ROW: Corey Bechara, 
Huseyin Zengin, Matt Tuala, 
Jeremy Sacriz, Mathew Issa 
THIRD ROW: Nima Kavoossi, 
George Chaghoury, Fred Ishac, 
Elias Habib, Joshua Melki, Samir 
Fakoua, Youssef Sarkis 
STAFF: Ms M. Cook, Ms M. Bartley
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 OUR YEAR TWELVE

Elizabeth Kondok
Michael Lagaya
Samir Laoulach
Akosita Liutai
Simione Lua

Sabne Mailei
Agelle Manalo
Joshua Melki
Taiana Muni
Elizabeth Nader

Toni Nader
Marc-Anthony Nakhoul
Shannadyne Napeli
Helen Nikua
Destan Ozkan

Newton Quach
Mano Ruwhiu
Jeremy Sacriz
Alexander Sallit
Youssef Sarkis

Matthew Shamoun
Calvin Taito-Tusa
Adriana Tannous
Peter Trad
Matt Tuala

Mariatu Turay
Destan Uzun
Devran Uzun
Chelsie Valencia
Vishesh Vasnani

Rasha Abouhalka
Bol Aguer

Angui Angui
Michael Asabre

Sahar Asghari

Jennifer Baissari
Corey Bechara

Alexander Bene
Fred Bou Francis

Ryan Carder

Helin Celik
George Chaghoury

Elizabeth Chahroura
Arvin Chris

Brandon Demirel

Jasmine Diab
Antoine El Khawaja

Samir Fakoua
Georgelle Fares
Pauline Gerges

Alex Germanos
Chloe Ghadieh

Elias Habib
Donya Haddad

Daniel Hanna

Eren Idrisoglu
Fred Ishac

Marcus Ishac
Mathew Issa
Carlos Janea

Tyrheese Javier Morante
Joel Kady

Nima Kavoossi
Myrella Khouri

Muhammed Kocagoz

Joshua Yanto
Zedan Yildiz
Madeline Zaher
Huseyin Zengin
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ANCIENT HISTORY     
Helen Celik
BIOLOGY      
Matthew Shamoun
BUSINESS STUDIES      
Madeline Zaher
CHEMISTRY      
Newton Quach
COMMUNITY & FAMILY STUDIES 
Madeline Zaher
CATHOLIC STUDIES      
Marcus Ishac &  Shannadyne Napeli
CONSTRUCTION     
Mathew Issa
ENGLISH ADVANCED     
Madeline Zaher
ENGLISH STANDARD      
Sarah Asghari & Nima Kavoosi
ENGLISH STUDIES     
Toni Nader
HISTORY EXTENSION     
Madeline Zaher
HOSPITALITY      
Elizabeth Kondok
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY    
Fred Ishac
LEGAL STUDIES      
Madeline Zaher
MATHEMATICS      
Newton Quach
MATHEMATICS GENERAL 2    
Marc Anthony Nakoul
MATHEMATICS GENERAL 1    
Toni Nader
MATHEMATICS EXTENSION 1    
Newton Quach 
MODERN HISTORY     
Madeline Zaher
MUSIC       
Simione Lua
PDHPE       
Corey Bechara
PHYSICS      
Matthew Shamoun 
SOCIETY & CULTURE       
Rasha Abouhalka
SPORT, LIFESTYLE & RECREATION 
Toni Nader
STUDIES OF RELIGION 1      
Madeline Zaher
STUDIES OF RELIGION 2      
Rasha Aboulhalka
VISUAL ARTS        
Elizabeth Nader
VISUAL DESIGN        
Helen Nikua

 FIRST IN COURSE
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THE ADF LEADERSHIP AWARD
Sahar Asghari

SPORTSPERSON OF THE YEAR
Toni Nader

PRINCIPAL’S LEADERSHIP AWARD
Marcus Ishac

BR CHARLES BARRY AWARD 
For Persistence & Determination in Learning

Peter Trad

THE CULTURAL AWARD
Rasha Abouhalka

Congratulations to Madeline Zaher - 2018 DUX OF DELANY COLLEGE

THE OZANAM AWARD
Akosita Liutai

THE CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP AWARD
Mariatu Turay

BISHOP’S AWARD FOR STUDENT EXCELLENCE
Elizabeth Kondok

SENIOR SHIELD -  THE BEST ALL ROUNDER AWARD
Elizabeth Kondok

Madeline Zaher - DUX, Helen Celik - SECOND PLACE, Matthew Shamoun - THIRD PLACE

 MAJOR AWARDS
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  GRADUATION DAY
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 ENGLISH  LOTE - ITALIAN

 COMMUNICATIONS

2018 marked Delany’s second year of the Year 8 
Italian experience! The growth of these students 
within the one year time-span has been immense 
and extremely impressive. Year 8 developed 
their reading, writing and listening skills, and 
demonstrated confidence and enthusiasm with 
speaking, often throwing around Italian greetings in 
passing on the playground.

The topics studied included Introductions, The 
Family, Animals, and Expressing Likes and Dislikes. 
Students engaged in cultural activities, making masks 
for the Venetian festival Carnevale, celebrating the 
Easter tradition of smashing a big chocolate egg with 
a wooden spoon, and tickling their taste buds with 
pizza, pasta and pastries for Delany’s Multicultural 
Day.
 

In 2018, the Delany English Department welcomed 
a number of new staff whose contributions towards 
improving student outcomes have been very 
powerful. Alongside these new members, we have 
been fortunate to retain the expertise of those who 
have had a rich history as teachers of English. I 
would like to thank and acknowledge the following 
members of the English department for their 
ongoing dedication and enthusiasm:

Ms Margaret Bartley, Mrs Naomi Booth,
Mr Rod De La Hoz, Ms Stefani Falcone,
Mrs Marie Greenbury, Miss Alena Ieroianni,
Mr Babs Pillay, Miss Misty Waihape,
Mr Derek Wales & Miss Tanya Whiticker.

At the end of Term 3, the College farewelled our Year 
12 students and wished them much success in their 
future endeavours. The members of this amazing 
cohort were eager to improve their understanding 
of content knowledge and skills applicable to each 
course they studied. Many students took advantage 
of the additional learning opportunities offered 
both at Delany and through external institutions 
such as Sydney University and the English Teachers’ 
Association. Additionally, the Stage 6 English teachers 
and students of Year 11 faced the prospect of a 
new syllabus, and the great demands that always 
accompany the design, teaching and study of new 
modules. We certainly wish the Year 11 cohort well 
for the 2019 Higher School Certificate.

In the junior school, our learning spaces have 
provided many collaborative opportunities 
to engage in critical thinking and to exercise 
creativity. Of course, technology has and always 
will assist in developing skills, but this year has 
seen our students put their pens and books to 
greater use as they completed written responses 
to showcase their growing understanding and 
increased literacy skills.  

Writing Workshops were delivered to students 
in Years 7 and 9, and students in Year 8 
were involved in a comprehensive data-
tracking exercise to improve their reading 
comprehension. The introduction of learning 
conversations under the guidance of our literacy 
coaches facilitated student goal-setting and 
monitoring, a program which we will expand 
upon next year as the English Department 
further extends its aim to prioritise reading 
comprehension and writing skills.

As a department we were also very fortunate 
to purchase a large number of interesting texts 
to appeal to all types of readers and to varying 
abilities. Such a wide variety of texts enabled 
student voice and choice, thus, such self-
selection created a definite sense of individual 
agency. 

Furthermore, the opportunity to be involved 
in composing creative writing texts under the 
direction of inspirational English teachers has 
been another key endeavour this year. Students 
have had the opportunity to be involved in the 
‘Write a Book in a Day’ project, join the ‘Delany 
Creative Writing Group’ and submit entries to the 
inaugural ‘Delany Creative Writing Competition’.

Finally, we were very proud to launch the Delany 
Influencers: a group of students whose aim is to 
promote our library. The social reach of Delany 
Influencers across the school community has 
been evident through their activities, including 
a Scavenger Hunt and Book Swap. The creation 
of a website, designed to make our library and 
its impact as a learning hub even greater, is 
underway.

I would like to conclude by encouraging all 
students to be involved in any initiative offered 
next year, and once again thank the English 
teachers for their ongoing commitment.

Ms Sharon McManus
Acting Communications Leader

The topics studied included Introductions, The 
Family, Animals, and Expressing Likes and Dislikes. 
Students engaged in cultural activities, making masks 

Students prepared a home stay welcome pack for 
an Italian exchange student and applied for their 
own cultural exchange. They engaged in informative 
debates about the benefits and disadvantages 
of school life in Italy and Australia, and created 
a children’s storybook about their family. Some 
committed learners even attended the Italian street 
festival in Five Dock celebrating Ferragosto.
 
With positive demand from our Delany Year 8 
students, I am proud to announce the launch of 
Stage 5 Italian for the first time at Delany in 2019. We 
are looking forward to another year of enthusiastic 
Italian learners.

Ms Stefani Falcone
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 CREATIVE EMERGENCE & DESIGN

This year, Visual Arts staff and students attended 
many exhibitions including a trip to Canberra to see 
“Hyper Real” at the National Gallery and the Annual
“Artexpress” exhibition at the Armoury where, of 
course, we were thrilled to see our own student 
Lauren Daher’s Body of Work displayed and 
being used as advertising for this prestigious HSC 
exhibition. Later that day, we visited the “Biennale of 
Sydney” at Cockatoo Island. 

In September we travelled to Tasmania to the 
MONA in Hobart and later the fabulous “Wall in 
the Wilderness” site at Derwent Bridge. This was a 
stand-out for many of the students, particularly those 
studying technical subjects as well as Visual Arts.

Senior Visual Design students saw the Nicholson 
Museum’s jewellery collection and the amazing 
“Reigning Men – Fashion in Menswear 1725 –
2015 at the Powerhouse Museum.

During August Delany College ran the “Monsignor 
McGovern Art Prize” for local primary school 
students. Visual arts staff and students ran 
workshops with the students at their schools and 
some excellent entries were submitted.

Students in Visual Arts produced excellent 
submissions for their formal assessments in Visual 
Arts, and many were rewarded with certificates at 
our annual Creative Arts Night.

Ms Louise Broué
Creative Emergence and Design Leader

Ai Weiwei, Law of the Journey,
Cockatoo Island Biennale of Sydney 

  Year 11 & Year 12 Visual Arts students in Canberra in February   

Year 12 Visual Designers at the 
Powerhouse Museum

Year 11 at Salamanca Place, Hobart Kyna Garcia Year 6
Monsignor McGovern Winner 2018

Year 12 Visual Designers at the 
Nicholson Museum

Year 11 Visual Arts students at Salamanca Place, Hobart

Year 11 Visual Arts students reflected in the Mona Museums facade

  VISUAL ARTS
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OUR CHOIR
FRONT ROW: Lyriah Filo, Georgia McIntyre, 
Christine Katrib, Isabel Rizk, Maryanne Takchi, 
Raquel Chemuel, Eftalia Temel 
SECOND ROW: Ms Lauren Kwon, Laura Awad, 
Ngaliyah Garcia Joseph, Aneata Fifita, Mariam 
Sesay, Joseph Barakat 
THIRD ROW: Isatu Sankoh, Isabella Shamoun, 
Soane Taliauli, Moses Khouri, Jennifer Georges

  MUSIC

 STAGES 5 AND 6 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

 TECHNICAL AND APPLIED SCIENCES

John Koroma Y10 Anthony Huynh Y11 Francis Asabre Yr11

Kanongata’s
Taufa Y11

Sioeli Haunga Y11Zac Dascalos Y11Anthony Huynh Y11

Vea Latu Y11

Timber Products and Furniture Technologies

The aim of the Industrial Technology (Timber) course 
is to develop students’ knowledge, understanding, 
skills and values related to a range of technologies 
through the safe interaction with materials, tools 
and processes in the planning, development and 
construction of quality practical projects.

Practical experiences are enhanced throughout 
the designing, manufacturing, communicating, 
managing and evaluating of projects. Students utilise 
the College workshop in order to produce skilled 
and detailed projects. Fundamentals to advanced 
woodworking skills are introduced and developed to 
produce quality timber products.

To satisfy the requirements of the course, students 
undertake a range of workshop experiences that 
occupy the majority of course time. Basic technical 
drawing skills and documentation are introduced and 
developed. Occupational Health and Safety is also a 
prominent focus area.

Stage 5:
In Stage 5 classes, student projects included a key 
rack, a small table and a jewellery box. Students were 
provided with a base design and given the task to 
modify the design to make it their own. They also 
had the challenge of working out how they would 
construct their design.

Stage 6:
In Stage 6 classes, students created more advanced 
projects incorporating a higher level of skill, further 
developing what they have learnt in previous years. 
Year 11 Projects included a trinket box, large 
jewellery boxes, coffee tables and study desks.

In Year 12, students design and create a piece of 
furniture for their Higher School Certificate. This year, 
student’s major projects included: a wall table, coffee 
tables, pool tables, a shisha holder, a poker table and 
jewellery boxes.

Mr Kieran Casey

This year, Music students had the opportunity to 
attend various musical activities and performances.  
The most exciting and memorable was probably 
watching the musical, “Jersey Boys” on October 14 
at the Capitol theatre.  For some of our students, 
this was the first musical they had attended, and 
they found the live music, dancing, costumes and 
production to be spectacular.  Watching musicals 
is a fantastic way to learn so much about music, 
particularly the aspects of self-expression and 
performance techniques.

CAPTIVATE’s 10th anniversary Showcase was held at 
Sydney Olympic Park Quay Stadium on 21-22 August 
this year.  We had students from Year 7 to Year 10 
represent our school in the choir, band ensemble 
and dance group. This was held over 2 spectacular 
nights and congratulate all the students who 
dedicated hours of practise, dedication and patience.

On 22 February, our Year 11 students went to the 
Sydney Opera House at Circular Quay and watched 
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra perform alongside 
traditional Japanese drummers.  It was a fantastic 
excursion, with students visiting the Opera House for 
the first time.

CAPA night in November showcased some of our 
most talented and enthusiastic musicians, including 
Sheldon Spuza on the piano and Maryanne Takchi on 
voice.

This year, Delany College has also implemented a 
Year 7 Band class who perform as an ensemble every 
fortnight.  This is a great opportunity for students to 
continue learning their instrument in high school, 
giving them the chance to further work on their 
instrumental skills and continue studying Music in 
Stages 5 and 6.

Ms Lauren Kwon
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 HSC BODY OF WORK SUBMISSIONS

2018 was a busy year for the HSC Visual Arts 
class. The students worked in a variety of media 
ranging from painting to sculpture to digital media, 
covering topics such as the mundane daily grind, the 
phenomenon of celebrity, childhood emotions and 
our precious memories.

Ms Megan Cook

Youssef Sarkis ‘mtWTFss’

Joshua Melki ‘Spacious’

Shannadyne Napeli 
‘Tempo of Time’

Michael Asabre ‘Kotokp would k u 
apem a spem beba’

Georgelle Fares ‘Yeezus’
Agelle Manalo ‘Angma Tribong Pilipinas’

Donya Haddad ‘The Art of Abstract’

Sahar Asghari ‘Pop goes the weasel’

  VISUAL ARTS
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Students from the 2018 HSC Music 
Class worked closely with the Captivate 
Music specialist team of Mrs Francoise 
D’Unienville and Mr David Russell 
to refine their Music performance 
techniques in the lead up to their final 
examinations, performing during their 
graduation ceremony. 

Simione played acoustic guitar, Michael 
drums, and Shannadyne sang for family, 
friends, staff and their own graduating 
class. 

Ms Louise Broué
Creative Emergence & Design Leader

Class worked closely with the Captivate 

Simione played acoustic guitar, Michael 
drums, and Shannadyne sang for family, 

 HSC - INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

  HSC - MUSIC

Angui Angui

Devran UzunMohammed Kocagoz

Fred Ishac    

  Simione Lua

   Michael Asabre

   Shannadyne Napeli
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 HUMAN SOCIETY AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

2018 was a year of excitement, selflessness and 
inspiration. “Aspire not to have more, but to be 
more” are the inspiring words from Oscar Romero 
that laid the foundation for our HSIE faculty 
initiatives this year. We started this very eventful year 
introducing students to the dynamic world of HSIE 
and it’s range of subjects. The courses undertaken by 
students in 2018 included Modern History, Ancient 
History, History Extension, Legal Studies, Business 
Studies, Society and Culture, Geography, History, 
Commerce and Work Education.

2018 presented students with many opportunities 
to extend their skills, knowledge and understanding 
both inside and outside the HSIE classroom. 

Year 7 History, Year 12 Ancient History and Yr12 
Visual Design students went to the Nicholson 
Museum at Sydney University. The day was a 
big success, as students were able to heighten 
their understanding of the ancient world through 
experiencing unique exhibitions and artefacts. 
Students marvelled at the jewels, ceramics and 
glassware and of special interest was the Mummified 
Cat. This proved to be an excellent way to engage 
students in historical inquiry.

Year 8 Geography students had a visit from a 
Town Planner and a Senior Urban Designer from 
the Cumberland Council, who explained some of 
the projects that they are currently working on to 
make the area more liveable. The students further 
explored the idea of sustainability, and enriched 
their learning of the environment by participating in 
fieldwork studies. Students in Year 8 visited Sydney 
Olympic Park for their Geography fieldwork study. 
The purpose of the trip was to collect data on the 
different strategies that Sydney Olympic Park use 
to sustain their water resources and reduce water 
scarcity. Students collected primary data to use for 
their research action plan reports.

Year 9 History students travelled to the Sydney 
Jewish Museum in Darlinghurst. Students saw, heard 
and appreciated the nature of the Jewish experience 
during the early 20th century, grasping the 
significance of remembrance and commemoration. 

Year 10 Geography students attended an excursion 
to Penrith Lakes to conduct a fieldwork study. 
Students conducted a number of tests on the 
soil, such including pH, infiltration, temperature 
and compaction, as well as water tests such as 
temperature, turbidity, salinity and pH, to investigate 
how humans have altered the Penrith Lakes area. 

These engaging programs support students 
in achieving syllabus outcomes, as well as in 
appreciating their application in the ‘real world 
context’.

The AYCC Western Sydney Climate Justice Summit 
was an inspiring event that empowered secondary 
school students from around Western Sydney to 
come together to act on Climate Change. The 14 
Delany College students from Years 7 to 11 worked 
with AYCC volunteers to develop skills and plan 
campaigns to make change, and lead climate change 
action, using their new-found skills and ideas to bring 
about awareness of building a sustainable future in 
our school community and beyond.

Year 11 Society and Culture, Extension History and 
Modern History students visited the NSW State 
Library. The visit included a research skills session 
with a librarian and a guided tour of the library. 
Students explored how the thousands of books held 
by the library are stored, visited the old Mitchell 
Library and the library’s gallery, which holds many 
local artefacts, including convict chains and diaries 
from the First Fleet, war medals, and gold from 
the NSW Gold Rush. This excursion was a great 
experience and was very informative.

Year 12 Society and Culture students visited Gallipoli 
mosque where they explored the Depth Study: 
“Belief systems and ideologies.” Students engaged 
with and inquired into the nature of Islam in Australia 
to develop informed and responsible values and 
attitudes toward intercultural understanding. 

On October 30, Mary Ghribian was given the 
opportunity to explore the political dilemma 
that affects every citizen in Australia: ‘Do the 
disqualifications for Members of Parliament as 
listed in Section 44 of the Australian Constitution 
adequately reflect Modern Australian society? 
Should this section of the Constitution be updated?’ 
at the NSW Schools Constitutional Convention.

Delany commemorated Armistice by gathering 
together to honour the memory of those gallant 
men and women who sacrificed their lives in service 
to their country beyond and within the Australian 
borders. Thus, like many communities across the 
nation, our community remembers those who 
have served our country during conflict and crisis, 
illustrating how the elements of the Armistice 
tradition have inspired and offered an enduring 
example to later generations of Australians.

Our Remembrance Day ceremony honoured Australian 
soldiers.

This year we launched a new initiative in HSIE 
to recognise and reward LEARNING in the HSIE 
classroom. The Certificate of Excellence in HSIE 
at Delany College is awarded to students at every 
College Assembly, and is a commendation for which 
every student at Delany College should strive. HSIE 
teachers have nominated the students based on the 
following criteria:  -The student works with diligence 
and sustained effort consistently. - The student is an 
active participant in class activities and discussions. 
- The student works hard to showcase their 
learning and encourages the learning of their peers. 
Congratulations to all the recipients for 2018.

I would like to acknowledge the efforts of the HSIE 
staff for their effort and dedication to continually 
enriching teaching and learning beyond the 
classroom. It has been a pleasure working with such 
a dedicated and generous group of dynamic staff and 
students. Thank you for all your continued support 
and generosity. I look forward to continuing to build 
the opportunities available to every student in HSIE 
into 2019.

Mrs Roubica Akkouche
School Learning Leader
Human Society and Its Environment

“Give your creative thoughts free reign, for it is only in the hearts and dreams of people seeking a better world that 
true social justice has a chance.” ― Bill Quigley

AYCC Western Sydney Climate 
Justice Summit for Climate Change
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 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
2018 proved to be a year of sustained growth and 
rich learning within the Religious Education (RE) 
Department of Delany College. The College’s RE 
staff convened regularly to discuss and design 
more effective ways of engaging our students in 
deep, contemplative and, ultimately, transformative 
learning. To this end, Delany students responded 
with fervour and curiosity.

The College’s Years 11 and 12 students studied 
either Catholic Studies or Studies of Religion. Study 
of Catholic Studies offered opportunities for our 
students to investigate religious and related social 
questions and issues of personal significance in 
relation to God, scripture, the Catholic Church, 
including the Catholic sacraments, and Christian life. 
Conversely, immersion in Studies of Religion enabled 
our students to develop a more sophisticated 
understanding of the nature and significance of 
religion, as well as of the influence of belief systems 
and religious traditions, including Judaism, Islam and 
Christianity, on individuals and society.

Moreover, with a strong emphasis on learning 
through inquiry, Delany’s Years 7 to 10 students 
unpacked a variety of topics, including initiation and 
belonging, the life and times of Jesus, ways people 
pray, the significance of living simply, the importance 
of reverence for life, as well as morality, justice and 
peace. 

In doing so, our students contemplated questions, 
such as: 

 ► With which component of this topic do you   
  connect more than any other? Why? 

 ► Which aspect challenges your thinking the           
  most? Why? 

 ► Which element extends your       
  understanding more than any other? Why?

I thank Ms Margaret Bartley, Ms Naomi Booth, Miss 
Sarah Guillaume, Mr Warren Johnson, Miss Michelle 
Mutabdzija and Mr Alex Peronace for the fantastic 
care, support and guidance that they continued to 
afford to the students of Delany College.

Mr Derek Wales
Acting Religious Education Coordinator

Year 8 Geography investigated 
Sydney Olympic Park.

Year 10 Geography conducted 
field work at Penrith Lakes.

Year 7 History &  Year 12 Ancient History visited the Nicholson Museum.  

Year 9 History visited the Sydney 
Jewish Museum.

Year 11 HSIE students visited the 
NSW State Library.
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 STEM
This year in STEM year 8 were given the opportunity 
to complete challenges this year such as the Rube 
Goldberg machine, Mythbusters and Survivor. It 
has been such a positive experience watching the 
students use their different abilities to solve such a 
variety of problems.

We were asked by the Powerhouse Museum to 
present what we had been doing in STEM class this 
year, so a small group of students from year 8 were 
selected to present in front of various other schools 
all around Sydney. 

STEM students participated in a webinar with 
Paolo Younes, an engineer from NASA. They were 
able to ask him questions and talk about recent 
explorations, discoveries and new rovers.

Students from different year groups were also able 
to participate in various STEM challenges such as:

The Video Game Challenge
Students were asked to select one from a variety of 
coding languages to create their own video game.

Techgirl Superhero
Creating an app for an issue that they identified in 
our society.

Space Design Competition
Students joined with a group from Patrician Brothers, 
Blacktown to discuss and design a way to get to 
Mars.

Destination Imagination
Students from Stage 4 joined with Stage 3 students 
from Holy Trinity Primary to solve a range of 
problems, being restricted to a number of given 
materials.

Mrs Marian Lennon
School Learning Leader STEM

The Mythbusters

 

Are you Australia’s next 
Tech Girl Superhero? Tech Girl Superhero?

If you’re interested either email or speak to Mrs Lennon. 
Mlennon4@parra.catholic.edu.au 

By the 12th April 

Open to girls aged 
between 7-17 in 
groups of 3-5. 
Work with your  
coach and mentor 
 to build a  
mobile app to  
solve a  
problem in your 
community 
 

NASA Webinar

Video Game Challenge

Tech Girl Superhero

Space Design Competition

Survivor   

Rube Goldberg Machine
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 MATHEMATICS  SCIENCE
Teaching Science requires a significantly different 
approach from the other subject areas. The Science 
syllabus covers a wide content base, a multitude 
of practical and cognitive skills, values concerning 
current issues affecting our Earth and its inhabitants, 
as well as unique demands around literacy. At Delany 
we encourage all our students, whether or not they 
pursue a career in science, to achieve a substantial 
level of scientific literacy that is so essential in the 
modern information age. We guide students to 
make informed judgments about the systems and 
resources that make our world. We ensure that our 
students gain the knowledge and understanding of 
science, and develop the skills that will allow them to 
become mature, contributing, scientifically literate 
members of our community. 
        
Across the year, the students of Year 7 worked with 
critters: vertebrates and invertebrates in the animal 
kingdom, investigated matter and energy in an array 
of practical contexts, 
and considered the 
materials that form 
our earth. Year 8 
students learnt about 
the systems that work 
together to keep our 
bodies functioning, 
how matter is 
classified, the forces 
that act upon our 
world, and then 
took-off on a space 
mission through 

our solar system. Yr 9 considered the interior and 
exterior of our planet, and were devasted to discover 
the damage that the human species has  caused to 
our delicate environment, students were fascinated 
with the colours of chemistry, and with how energy 
makes things work in our World. Year 10 students 
investigated the theme Where Do We Come From? 
by exploring the composition of matter at the atomic 
level, how genetics makes us unique, what causes 
the evolution of life on earth and the origins of our 
universe.

Year 11 and Year 12 Chemistry students investigated 
the interaction of the smallest parts of our world 
that can exist independently. They learnt how to 
predict the reaction between atoms and how these 
interactions influence our lives. 

Year 12 students spent a day exploring the practical 
applications of Chemistry, including making soap, 
esters, and indicators from plants, calculating the 
amount of acid in soft drinks, exploring the acidity of 
common household substances.

Year 12 Biology students grew in their knowledge of 
the human body. They obtained some interesting 
results when they investigated locations that 
contained the most bacteria, and were fascinated 
with dissecting the mammalian kidney, eye and 
brain! These students had an eventful excursion 
to the Museum of Health and Disease in order to 
extend and enrich their classroom learning. 

Year 11 and Year 12 Physics students experimented 
with and tried to understand the mechanics of our 
universe in order to describe and manipulate them. 
Einstein’s theory of special relativity stumped a few 
but the most were able to comprehend that gravity 
doesn’t exist, it is just that space is bent, or is it ‘string 
theory’ and its 11 dimensions?

At Delany we motivate students to do their best 
and extend their own personal limits. Our high 
expectations of students require that they commit to 
a level of performance that challenges them to reach 
their full potential. In this way students realise that 
they can achieve any goal set for them and apply this 
valuable lesson to their lives beyond the classroom.

I would like to thank the members of the Science 
staff: Mrs Rose Mary Bellamy, Ms Thuy Dinh and Ms 
Tayla Whitfield for their enthusiasm, professionalism 
and commitment to our students.

Mr Mark Robinson
School Learning Leader Science
Head of School Learning & Diversity

This year proved to be another great one for 
Mathematics at Delany! 

Students were given a number of opportunities to 
engage with Mathematics in different ways. As a staff 
we have introduced a number of new initiatives, as 
well as continuing to work on those implemented last 
year.

The Mathematics staff continued the Algebros 
program, which had been introduced in 2017. 
Algebros is an afternoon study session held once a 
week to provide students with the opportunity to ask 
clarifying questions in a smaller classroom setting. 
The relaxed nature of this class saw many students 
take up the offer at various times over the course of 
the year.

Another initiative that continued this year was 
Mathematics Matters, a workshop facilitated by the 
Mathematics Club at UTS. Students from Years 9 and 
10 attended six sessions over the course of the year 
where they were given the chance to engage with 
Mathematics in a real-world context.

As part of our own professional development, the 
Mathematics staff undertook an inquiry research 
project, which looked at addressing the persistence 
of our students when faced with a challenge. 

The focus of this project was chosen as it was evident 
that some students were presenting a defeatist 
mindset, saying, “I can’t do this,” and “I’m not good at 
Maths.” However, research suggests that the brain 
is like a muscle, that in fact mistakes are important 
opportunities for learning and growth. Through 
implementation of strategies from our project, we 
have seen a shift in the students’ way of thinking. We 
will continue to dedicate time to see the new way of 
thinking become the norm for students in 2019.

The Mathematics department has been an energetic 
and exciting place to be in 2018, and I’d like to 
thank Mr Anthony Blomfield, Mrs Kata Collimore, 
Miss Cecelia Hoang, Ms Alice Mouawad, Mr Thomas 
Thomas, Mr Blake Waters, and Miss Tayla Whitfield 
for their hard work and dedication.

Ms Kelsey Ortiz
School Learning Leader Mathematics

Year 7 students showing off their
Algebra Turtle named ‘Gherkin’

Year 9 students proving 
algebraic equations as

true or false statements

EMU student using 
an informal unit of 

measurement

360 degrees of data points

Parabola BBQsBinary Bugs

Mathematics Matters: Forensics

Mathematics Matters:
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 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

 CHILD STUDIES

 SPORT, LIFESTYLE & RECREATION

 SUSTAINABLE HEALTH

In Year 9 PDHPE we explored the power that people 
have to create changes in society by investigating 
the issues faced by various groups, and proposing 
solutions to their problems to create an equitable 
living environment. We also discussed the influence 
of the media in promoting alcohol and substance 
use and abuse, and how this greatly impacts on the 
culture of adolescents. 

We found our dancing shoes and performed a 
variety of cultural dances and discovered why 
dancing is so important to cultures around the 
world. We examined various eating disorders 
and issues around mental health and 
nutrition that are of great concern to young 
people, learning how to support one 
another in the process. 

Students of Years 9 and 10 Child Studies class have 
had a productive and fun year learning about the 
concepts relevant for 0-6 years in 2018. 

The Child Studies students have shown a natural 
affinity for and interest in the care and education of 
young children. The students thoroughly enjoyed 
helping the Holy Trinity Primary School students 
with number, colour and letter recognition, as well 
as reading and writing. The subject has specifically 
developed students’ strengths and sparked their 
curiosity broadening their understanding of the 
demands of parenthood.

This year the students participated in an all-day 
lifesaving workshop at Guildford Pools, where they 
learnt a variety of rescue strokes and techniques, as 
well as performing a number of CPR scenarios. 

This was an integral part of their SLR course, teaching 
them skills that they can use beyond the classroom 
and potentially save lives. The other important part 
of the SLR course was ‘Resistance Training’, in which 
they developed a series of sports related exercises to 
improve their overall athletic performance. 

In view of these goals the students went to 
‘Breakthrough Fitness’ at Merrylands, where the 
trainers ran a series of strength and conditioning 
exercises to test their fitness levels. In conclusion, it 
was a successful course in which the students learnt 
a lot of skills that they can apply to life after school.

use and abuse, and how this greatly impacts on the 

We found our dancing shoes and performed a 
variety of cultural dances and discovered why 
dancing is so important to cultures around the 
world. We examined various eating disorders 

nutrition that are of great concern to young 

Girls in Action

Finally, we learnt that no matter what circumstance 
or issue we come across in our life, the skills 
and qualities of resilience, supporting yourself, 
supporting others, and sense of self are vital in 
navigating life’s obstacles.

 SWIM AND SURVIVE
Year 7 attended an eventful two-day Swim and 
Survive Program at Merrylands Swimming Centre 
this year. They participated in a number of sessions 
where they focused on life-saving strategies, 
swimming strokes and water safety. 

They were posed a number of challenges and 
scenarios where they had to implement a variety of 
skills and techniques.

The students enjoyed interacting and socialising 
with each other away from their usual setting. 
The Instructors commended Year 7 students on 
their enthusiasm and commitment throughout the 
program.

My thanks to the members of the Sustainable Health 
learning area: Mr Paul Donovan, Mr Warren Johnson, 
Mr Alex Peronace and Ms Natalie Roberts for their 
efforts and support.

Mrs Daniella Valleri
Sustainable Health Leader
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Delany students were the recipients of many VET 
awards in 2018. The following is a summary from 
the local Parramatta Rotary Club and the Work 
Placement Organisation, AusSIP.

Congratulations to the following Year 11 and 12 
students  who received a Rotary VET award this year 
for outstanding commitment and achievement in a 
VET framework:
Mariatu Turay  Certificate II in Hospitality 
   (Food and Beverage)
Maryanne Takchi Certificate II in Hospitality 
   (Food and Beverage) and 
   SOA in Early Childcare   
   Education and Care
Paul Trad  Certificate II in Construction

The awards were presented to recipients at a 
ceremony held at The Hills Sports High School on 
18th September.  

 ROTARY VET AWARDS

 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING
The commitment to VET courses at Delany College 
has continued to grow and 2018 was no exception.  
This year more than 60 students across Years 11 and 
12 studied Hospitality, Construction, Information 
Digital Technology, and/or Early Childhood Education 
and Care as a VET course as part of their HSC 
pattern study plan. Delany students also had the 
opportunity to study VET subjects externally either 
as a Cluster Class within the Parramatta Diocese 
(Year 12 Hospitality at St Paul’s College) or through 
an external provider. This year, one of our Year 11 
students commenced his studies in Certificate III 
in Human Services with NSW Health Services, and 
another commenced Certificate III in Retail as a 
Trainee with KFC.  

Well done to all our VET students. It takes incredible 
commitment and time management to balance 
studying a vocational course while completing 
the HSC. The demand for practical industry-based 
courses continues at Delany College, and the results 
certainly speak for themselves.  

All our VET students have embraced the opportunity 
to work in their industry of study for two weeks. 
The Hospitality classes were able to demonstrate 
their skills when they worked in local cafes and 
restaurants in the Parramatta region. The students 
did themselves and the school proud. Our Hospitality 
students also applied their kitchen, food and 
beverage skills by engaging in a number of service 
periods, including Open Night and the Year 12 
Graduation, and are excited about commencing 
a ‘Pop Up’ Cafe in the new year. Thank you to the 
amazing enthusiasm and commitment of our 
Hospitality teacher, Mrs Daniella Valleri.

Construction students have enthusiastically applied 
themselves to a range of projects this year, including 
undertaking the updating of the external reflection 
and sacred space under the guidance of Mr Kieran 
Casey. Years 11 and 12 students were able to 
consolidate and build their skills in bricklaying by 
attending a two-day course, known as “Brick and 
Block” at McCarthy Trade Training Centre.

 

Despite being a boutique class, the Information 
Digital Technology class students have worked hard 
in servicing and updating the software on the school 
computers, and developing digital content for events 
and promotional materials. Well done to Mrs Marian 
Lennon for inspiring the students and opening up 
opportunities for the students for real IDT industry 
skills.

The Early Childhood 
Education and Care is 
our dynamic cluster 
class, with students 
from Delany College, St 
Patrick’s Marist Dundas 
and Catherine McAuley 
College.

Through the 
enthusiasm of their 
energetic teacher, Ms 
Natalie Roberts,  they 
have developed activities and events that creatively 
meet the needs of 0–6 years. Their engagement 
with local child care centre such as; Golden Rose 
Childcare, Angel Cottage Child Care, Wiggle & Giggles, 
and The Early Education and Care, consolidated the 
theoretical components of the course. 

Hospitality Vincent Tuala and Brenda Karam
Construction Carlito-Enryque Janea

Construction Matthew Issa

We would like to take this opportunity to thank 
AusSIP (the organisation that organises all the 
valuable work placements for our students) 
for their commitment, communication and 
professionalism. The AusSIP team (John Watters, 
Tina Mavris and Peter Troupe) prepare our students 
for work placement through their Work Readiness 
Presentation and continuous communication 
throughout the year to ensure students maximise 
their workplace experience.

Thank you to this year’s outstanding VET team:
 Mrs Daniella Valleri, Ms Natalie Roberts, Mrs Marian 
Lennon and Mr Kieran Casey. Your support and 
commitment to the students has made 2018 such a 
success in developing real industry skills.

Ms. Veronica Niessen
Leader of Learning, VET Delany CEDP

           
Mariatu Turay

 
Maryanne Takchi

 YEAR 11 AUSSIP AWARDS

Outstanding VET Hospitality
Teacher: Mrs Daniella Valleri

 YEAR 12 AUSSIP AWARDS
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 BOYS TO MEN
This inaugural year of the Boys to Men Program saw 
a lot of growth and maturity from all the participants. 
Through a variety of activities, the program aimed to 
enable the boys to learn what it means to be a man. 

In the Tomorrow Man Workshop, “Breaking the Man 
Code”, the boys learnt how tough it can be to grow 
up and be a male in today’s society, and they then 
worked on redefining what it means to be a man 
today. Their new definition is one that allows men 
to feel comfortable and empowered to live by a 
consistent and achievable set of ideals throughout 
their life. 

Our young men took this knowledge and brought it 
with them to Camp Somerset, where they enjoyed 
some time away from the comforts of home in order 
to challenge themselves and build resilience. We saw 
some tremendous change in the process. The bond 
between the students grew, and they were thankful 
to have been blessed with the opportunity. 

 COMMUNITY
2018 was filled with new and exciting opportunities 
for our Delany students to become more involved in 
the local community. Here are some of our highlights 
from the year that’s been. 

Years 9, 10 and 11 all engaged in workshops and 
Uni days as part of the WSU Fast Forward Program. 
Students enjoyed these experiences which helped 
them realise their unique skills and unlock their 
potential.  

Another highlight from this year was the multiple 
visits Delany students made to Parliament House to 
take part in a range of activities including: 

 ►Leadership Seminars
 ►Students Voice workshops
 ►Meet and Greet with local MP leaders 
 ►Lunch with local MP leaders

One initiative in particular that I would like to 
mention is the Caffeinated Conversations, which is 
aimed at supporting young women in their journey to 
becoming strong and incredible leaders and makers 
of change.  

I would also like to thank the student leadership 
teams from 2018 and 2019. It has been a pleasure to 
work alongside each one of you. 

For the 2019 team, your enthusiasm and 
commitment to making our school community the 
best it can be has truly been inspiring. I look forward 
to continuing this with you, along with the countless 
other ideas and projects you have planned for 2019.  
Bring it on!

By far the best part of my role this year was working 
with the Patrician Community, the Patrician Brothers 
and Patrician Schools. Students and staff alike had 
the opportunity to grow in our faith and deepen our 
relationships with God and with each other.  

Some of our events included: 
 ►Delany Day 
 ►Student Reconnect Day
 ►Leadership Retreat 
 ►Delany Foundation (we raised $6,000!!!) 

It has truly been an incredible year and I look forward 
to seeing what 2019 brings. 

Ms Sarah Guillaume
Community Leader

Back at school they learnt a variety of skills to help 
them become independent men, including folding 
their clothes, changing a car tyre, and checking the 
car’s oil. 

It is important that the boys become more and more 
independent in the coming years, and are allowed 
that chance to make their own journey. If we provide 
them with the knowledge and skills, we can be sure 
that our young men will be to able navigate their way 
through life with the sense of purpose that will help 
them achieve their goals.

Mr Alex Peronace
Boys’ Education Leader  

Planning meeting for Caffeinated Conversations Lunch with Julia Finn MP

Francis, Formation Leader and 
Mary, 2019 School Captain at 

the Human Rights Conference.

Maryanne, 2019 
Formation Leader 

and Mary 2019 
School Captain 
at the Women’s 

Leadership 
Conference.
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 THE DELANY SHIELD DEBATING COMPETITION

 CATHOLIC SCHOOLS’ DEBATING

 PUBLIC SPEAKING & DEBATING

FRONT ROW: Nicole Croombes, Jasmine Diab, 
Mr Alex Peronace, Mrs Marie Greenberry, 
Miss Tanya Whiticker, Miss Kelsey Ortiz, Ms 
Naomi Booth, Gwyneth Climaco, 
Mariah Sleiman   
SECOND ROW: Rhys Ramos, Ghassan Hamze, 
Sione Liutai, Ethan Dogra, Joseph Koroma, 
Aljim Penoso, Hamid Nehme, Audrey Lagaya   
THIRD ROW: Georgia McIntyre, Mariatu 
Turay, Rasha Abouhalka, Scarlett Lawler, 
Toaila Liutai, Elizabeth Kondok, ElisaPeta 
Mapapalangi, Tayyabah Rehman 

 OUR TEAM

Every year, Delany students compete in the Catholic 
Schools Debating Association, and this year it was 
the year of the junior debaters. Each week the teams 
from Years 7 to 12 were fierce competitors for the 
opposing schools. Their commitment to improve and 
to succeed saw them end the season with multiple 
wins. Debating is a difficult challenge, as students are 
required to construct arguments and speeches up to 
eight minutes long with only an hour to prepare. 
 
A big congratulations to all the teams who competed 
this year and congratulations to the winning teams. 
As we all know, Debating cannot happen without 
the commitment of the students, staff and parents. 
I would like to thank all those who supported the 
debating teams this year week to week, on their 
Friday evenings. 
 

This year, Delany College had one student represent 
the school in the Catholic Schools Public Speaking 
Competition. We commend Elizabeth Kondok of Year 
12 on her speech representing the college on the 
topic: “It gets better…” She argued her point about the 
circumstances in Africa and a reminder that things do, 
indeed, get better. 

 PUBLIC SPEAKING

The Delany Shield Debating Competition is a six-week 
knock out competition for the Year 5 students of our 
local primary schools.

 
 

The students are coming from Holy Trinity, Holy 
Family, St Patrick’s, St Margaret Mary’s, St Oliver’s 
and Our Lady Queen of Peace and each week face 
each other in a debating competition. The students 
were required to prepare a 2-3 minute speech on the 
week’s topic. The adjudicators for this competition 
were student volunteers from Years 7-10. The 
adjudicators judged the Year 5 Debaters on their 
ability to construct an argument, to deliver it, and 
to work effectively in a team. The adjudicators took 
notes on the strengths and weaknesses of the Year 5 
Debaters to decide who had effectively argued their 
position on the topic. 

The teachers and our adjudicators were “blown 
away” by the quality of the speeches and the 
conviction of the students. 
 
Congratulations to St Patrick’s, Guildford on winning. 

Ms Tanya Whiticker
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Both incursions provided a platform for students 
to converse with authors, granting them insight 
into how ideas are developed in the creative writing 
process. 

In Term 3 we reconfigured the program to be based 
on textual concepts, derived from the NSW English 
Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum K-12, focusing 
the learning on the enduring understandings of 
subject English. To facilitate this, we adopted a 
number of mentor texts with literary value, exposing 
students to texts they may not previously had the 
opportunity to engage with. These included extracts 
from “Animal Farm”, “Catcher in the Rye”, “To Kill a 
Mockingbird” and “Pride and Prejudice”. 

 READING ENRICHMENT
In 2018, we had 54 students across Years 7-10 
involved in the Reading Enrichment program at 
Delany College.  Students were selected to participate 
in the program based on their PAT-R comprehension 
test scores in Term 1. The PAT-R results indicated 
many students were able to comprehend previously 
unseen texts at a level or levels beyond their 
chronological age.  Reading Enrichment provided 
these students with the opportunity to engage 
in critical thinking and reflection as they read, 
discussed, and responded to novels specifically 
chosen for extension.

As with all teaching and learning at Delany, 
collaboration was at the heart of this approach. Each 
Reading Enrichment group met once a fortnight 
during their scheduled English class to share their 
understanding of texts, constructing meaning with 
other readers and their teacher leader.  Thank you to 
Ms Misty Waihape, Miss Tanya Whiticker, Miss Stefani 
Falcone, Mr Rob De La Hoz, Ms Donia Shwan, Mrs 
Naomi Booth and Mr Derek Wales for volunteering 
their time to lead groups this year. 

Reading Enrichment launched with guest speaker 
Tristan Bancks, the author of ‘Two Wolves’, ‘The 
Fall’ and  the ‘Tom Weekly’ series, visiting Delany. 
Additionally, as part of our Book Week 2018 
celebrations, the author and actress, Helen Chebatte, 
presented to students about her experiences 
growing up in Granville, and her debut young adult 
novel, “Bro”. 

The program guided students to a deeper 
understanding of what they read by engaging them 
in both analytical and imaginative writing. Students 
also composed shelf talkers, reviewing books for the 
library. Students involved in Reading Enrichment 
have also been invited to take part ‘The Best Story 
Ever Project’, a culmination of original short stories 
composed by Reading Enrichment students to be 
included in a book and printed early in 2019.

Congratulations to all the students who participated 
in the Reading Enrichment this year, and thank you 
again to all the teachers who invested time and 
energy into this valuable program.

Ms Alena Ieroianni
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 SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL

FRONT ROW: Chelsie Valencia, Helen Nikua, Ms Rannia Katrib, Mr Daniel Spehar, Mr Thomas Thomas, Helin 
Celik, Agelle Manalo SECOND ROW: Sahar Asghari, Destan Uzun, Fred Ishac, Devran Uzun, Mathew Issa, 
Akosita Liutai 

The world is full of problems, pain and suffering. At 
some point most of us are surrounded by problems 
that affect our happiness. So somewhere we all 
suffer, although the reason and magnitude can 
differ. But if we only care about our problems and 
sufferings then humanity itself is questioned. Here is 
the need for compassion and empathy. When we try 
to understand the pain of others, then we try to help 
them. 

One night a month, five caring, helpful, thoughtful 
and selfless Stage 6 students take the time to serve 
on night patrol otherwise known as “the Vinnies 
Van”.  They fulfil the school motto of love, serve and 
hope as they involve themselves in this social justice 
initiative. They provide friendship, compassion, 
dignity along with food to the marginalised and those 
experiencing homelessness in the Mount Druitt/
Parramatta area. Their actions are priceless, and as 
Saint Vincent De Paul states: “If God is the centre of 
your life, no words are necessary. Your mere presence 
will touch hearts”.

A special THANK YOU to all the teachers and students 
involved in the Saint Vincent De Paul Society. Your 
giving nature has made the biggest difference to 
many lives. 

Ms Rannia Katrib  

 R3
Reframing Readers Resourcefully

Another year of enriched comprehension at Delany! 
After the success of R3 in 2017, it was evident that 
this had to continue for 2018. The intervention 
program produced some excellent results, but 
this wouldn’t have been achievable without the 
tremendous effort of the students who were 
participants:
   
Year 7: Nili Asghari, Nathan Bechara, Hana Saba, 
Tayyabah Rehman, Eyli Yaacoub, Suzanne Tannous, 
Christian Hatzikalimnios, Tereza Al Hakim, Jezail 
Al Qass, Ali El-Ayoubi, Jaren Ganado, James Abed, 
Mariam Sesay, Lisa Ruwali and Sandra Marqus

Year 8: Chanel Kalouche, Synthia Ram, Georgia 
McIntyre, Phoebe Harris, Michel Rbeiz, Abdullah 
Mirza, Justina Boudohl, Ghassan Hamze, Alex Basha, 
Ali Barri, David Faalogo, George El Hajj, Alphina 
Kanneh, Cindy Wong, Abraham Tannous and 
Mark Bou Francis.

R3 is a comprehension-focus intervention program 
with the main purpose to provide students with 
additional literacy knowledge and skills. The 
course allows students to read strategically and 
to allow them to successfully comprehend texts. 
Texts are selected using the curriculum and the 
personal interests of the student. These range from 
magazines, journal articles, newspapers, song lyrics, 
photographs, images and above all, fiction and non-
fiction novels.

 Students have gained an immense amount 
of confidence with their learning. They have 
increased their levels of understanding of texts, and 
frequently use inferencing to help decode and draw 
conclusions. R3 students have also elevated their 
level of expression and can now apply appropriate 
pacing and speed while reading. In addition, they 
have increased their vocabulary and developed an 
appreciation for a variety of literature that exists. 
The students were rewarded for their efforts with 
an excursion to Kinokuniya, an extensive book store 
located in the City of Sydney, where they were given 
the opportunity to select their own text to take home 
at the expense of the College. 

I hope to have instilled an appreciation for reading 
and perhaps a new perspective of not only what 
reading is, but what it can potentially be. 

Miss Amal Nizam
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 SPORT

2018 proved to be a big year in sport for Delany 
College! 

The change in sport structure meant that each year 
group was involved in and exposed to a variety of 
different sports, including Ultimate Frisbee, AFL, 
European Handball and Hockey. 

Each term, students represented their house by 
participating in a round robin competition, with a 
semi final and grand final at the end. Students were 
fiercely involved and passionate, showing great 
determination and house spirit!

Our students were given many opportunities 
to represent the College in both the PDSSSC 
competition and Gala Days. These sports included 
Touch Football, Soccer, Rugby League, Netball, 
Basketball and Futsal. 

Congratulations to our Intermediate Boys Futsal 
Team (Ali Barri, Cuneyd Kocagoz, John Koroma, 
Umaru Bah, Abdul Jalloh, Masoud Rashvand, Javontae 
Faasii and Salvador Castillo Gomez) who came from 
behind to WIN the Gala Day!

 INTERNAL SPORT

 REPRESENTATIVE SPORT

 SWIMMING CARNIVAL
On a scorching hot summer's day, our Swimming 
Carnival was one to remember! Students were 
dressed to impress, wearing their house colours and 
novelty costumes. They participated in every event 
and showed great enthusiasm and encouragement.

Congratulations to the winning house, Campion!

Thank you to all the staff, coaches, parent helpers 
and students for this year in Sport.

Mrs Daniella Valleri
School Learning Leader Sustainable Health

Our futsal team in action at the gala day.

 LIBRARY
What a great year we have had!
The Library was moved again at the end of last year 
into a space that we feel is much better and where 
we plan to stay. Our lovely new circulation desk 
arrived early in Term 1, and it looks great! 

The Library continues to provide both physical 
and digital resources for our students. In-the-hand 
information and fiction books, as well as online 
database resources and eBooks, are available for 
study purposes and recreational reading. 

Our Book Week theme this year was ‘Find your 
Treasure’. We had a number of displays running - a 
‘treasure chest’ of great books, short listed titles for 
The Children’s Book Council of Australia’s ‘Book of 
the Year’ award, and a picture display of both staff 
and students’ treasured books.

The number of book borrowings has gradually 
increased over the year and it has been great to be 
having conversations with students about books 
they are enjoying! Reading is a skill which impacts 
on so many areas of our lives. It is our aim to help 
our students develop a love of reading that lasts a 
lifetime.

Mrs Lynette Perrett
Library Manager

Treasure chest of great books

Our new Circulation desk

Front book shelf with ‘New books’ sign
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FRONT ROW: Nathan Bechara, Patrick Tabet, Charles Malkoun, Abraham Youssef, Khan Salicioglu-Achi, Hamid 
Nehme, Mathiang Mathiang, Owen Faddoul  SECOND ROW: Mr Paul Donovan, Kareem Ayoubi, Filifili Filo, 
Ken TanuvasaTuala, Jeremiah Taliauli, Jayden Tabet, Mr Alex Peronace

 OPEN BOYS RUGBY LEAGUE

FRONT ROW: Nathan Bechara, Mase Swalah McDahrou, Ghassan Hamze, George El-Hajj, Ali Barri, Samuel 
Kidane, Mathiang Mathiang SECOND ROW: Miss Tayla Whitfield, Gabee Alhanna, John Kenaan, Alexander 
Basha, Jacob Georges, Mr Blake Waters

 PDSSSC BOYS SOCCER

PDSSSC CROSS COUNTRY

Mrs Daniella Valleri, Mase Swalah McDahrou, 
Christina Awad

Mase competing at 
the cross country event.
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 PDSSSC BOYS BASKETBALL

FRONT ROW: Mase Swalah McDahrou, William DelaCruz, Joshua Carniel, Ghassan Hamze, Mark Bou Francis, 
Samuel Kidane, Aljim Penoso SECOND ROW: Mrs Daniella Valleri, Joseph Koroma, George El-Hajj, 
Brayde Roebeck, Elias Issa, Miss Kelsey Ortiz THIRD ROW: Sione Liutai, David Faalogo, Brandon Zaiter, Soheil 
Nikandish, Mawunedi Passa, Tevita Latu

 PDSSSC GIRLS NETBALL

FRONT ROW: Eftalia Temel, 
Mikaylla Chakoush, Aewyn 
Mendez, Simran Kaur, Justina 
Boudolh, Achan Akot, 
Pieta Pirini
SECOND ROW: 
Mrs Marie Greenberry, 
Georgia McIntyre, 
Isatu Sankoh, Alphina Kanneh, 
Mariam Sesay,  
Miss Michelle Mutabdzija
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 PDSSSC JUNIOR GIRLS TOUCH FOOTBALL

 PDSSSC BOYS INTERMEDIATE TOUCH FOOTBALL

PDSSSC SWIMMING

FRONT ROW: Christina Awad, Ivana Nehme, Maissam El-Ayoubi, Mikaylla Chakoush, Eftalia Temel 
SECOND ROW: Miss Tayla Whitfield, Justina Boudolh, Isatu Sankoh, Mariam Sesay, Simran Kaur

FRONT ROW: Charles Malkoun, 
Hamid Nehme, Filifili Filo, Patrick Tabet 
SECOND ROW: Mr Paul Donovan, 
Kareem Ayoubi, Jayden Tabet

Mrs Daniella Valleri, Owen Faddoul, Mikaylla Chakoush, Georgia McIntyre, Nathan Bechara, Christina Awad
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 FAREWELL BROTHER CHARLES

For 26 years Br Charles and his fellow Patricians 
served the educational needs of remote tribes in 
the western highlands of PNG. This area was so 
secluded that there was no electricity, plumbing, 
roads, or telecommunications. The brothers had to 
clear the land by cutting down the jungle, then use 
the timber to build classrooms and accommodation. 
Meanwhile, Br Charles and his companions endured 
extreme humidity, mosquito-borne diseases and wild 
animals. This was not a life for the faint-hearted. Yet, 
Br Charles was steadfast in his duties, as he trusted 
in God. He never worried about his appearance or 
the things God would provide. His was committed to 
building the kingdom of love for God’s people.

On his return to Sydney in 1994, with the experience 
of PNG and, in particular serving as Principal in 
four different schools, he willingly accepted his 
appointment at Delany College. It was a far cry from 
his experiences in PNG, but nevertheless, it brought 
its own challenges. Br Charles quickly adapted to his 
role as counsellor.

His witty sense of humour helped to sooth even the 
most despondent student. Br Charles has a saying - 
that the best gift you can give any person is to listen. 
As time went on he emerged as the wise elder that 
everyone sought out for advice - including myself!

Br Charles would never admit that what he did was 
anything but normal. He would never admit that he is 
special. But for the many thousands of young people, 
and those not so young, who have been touched by 
his compassion, we know he is an angel of mercy. 
We have been so blessed to have Br Charles in 
our Delany community. He is a man of substance, 
a man of humility and integrity. He will always be 
remembered when we speak the College motto –
Love, Serve and Hope. We thank you Br Charles.”

Mr Robert Muscat
College Principal

After more than two decades at Delany, Br Charles 
has retired. I have included the tribute I gave at 
the farewell Mass for Br Charles on Wednesday, 5 
December;

“The gospel passage, which we have heard today 
from Luke, is one of a series in Chapter 12 that 
describe encounters between Jesus and his followers 
as they journey to Jerusalem. In this passage Jesus 
is admonishing the apostles for being preoccupied 
with their appearances and constantly worried 
about their needs. He explains to them that God 
would provide for all their essentials if they just trust 
in him. Moreover, they should stop spending time 
worrying about what God will provide and redirect 
that energy on building the kingdom of God on earth. 
Jesus knew the end was coming and wanted his 
followers to strengthen their resolve to prepare for 
his resurrection.

The message of the gospel is relevant to us today, 
even more so, as we are compelled to have the latest 
gadgets and conform to the recent fashion trends 
or we are deemed outsiders. We live in a time when 
we expect our desires to be instantaneously satisfied 
or we feel unjustly treated. We succumb to watching 
banality on TV consisting of programs that present 
amateur cooks dealing with stressful dinner parties 
and DIY home renovations gone wrong.
When will it stop! Who can we turn to as examples of 
the human endeavour searching for meaning?
Who, in our lives, can we look upon as an example of 
God’s instrument on earth? Who has shed the cloak 
of superficiality and walked proudly wearing but the 
breastplate of St Patrick and impacted on the lives of 
thousands? It is our own Br Charles!

Br Charles took his first profession as a Patrician 
Brother in 1955, and within four years left his 
beautiful Ireland to venture across the other side 
of the world. Sydney back then was a prosperous 
place and a larger population was needed to service 
this economic boom. Many migrants were calling 
Australia home and the majority of them were 
Catholic. They demanded a Catholic education. 
Br Charles was right in the middle of this cultural 
explosion as Principal of Patrician Brothers College, 
Fairfield. Yet, when he thought all was certain he 
heard a new call – God needed him in PNG to bring 
Christ to a new community.
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  DELANY’S GOT TALENT
  DELANY DAY
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  MONSIGNOR MCGOVERN
  PORTRAIT ART PRIZE

At this year’s Monsignor McGovern Portrait Art Prize, 
Johnny Romeo, our resident artist, was thrilled by the 
number of exceptional artworks submitted this year 
by students from our feeder primary schools: Holy 
Family -  Granville, St Margaret Mary’s - Merrylands, 
Holy Trinity - Granville and St Oliver’s - Harris Park.

Year 5 Highly Commended
Tamara Ellis and Stella Fitzpatrick
Year 6 Highly Commended
Rosie Faddoul, Rhianna Brown, Angelina Dewan, 
Joseph El Rassi, Mario Beos and Ricky Dang

Year 5 Winner Annette Ajay St Oliver’s
Year 6 Winner Kyna Garcia St Margaret Mary’s

  ST PATRICK’S DAY
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  MULTICULTURAL DAY
  OPEN DAY
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  SWIMMING CARNIVAL
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